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RICHARD GIBBoss, of BROOKLYN, NEW YORK, ASIGNOR. To MARY A. KENNEY, OF 

BROOKYN, NEW YOBE. 

AERIAL LANDING AND LAUNCHING APPABATUS. 
Application fled January 30, 1924. Serial No. 689,444. 

To all whom at may concern ; 
Be it known that I, RICHARD GRBONs, a 

citizen of the United States, a resident of 
Brooklyn, in the county of Kings and State 

is of New York, have invented a certain new and useful Aerial Landing and Launching 
Apparatus, of which the following is a 
specification. 
The invention relates to a platform 

10 adapted to be mounted in locations, where 
it is desired to land or launch an aerial 
vehicle in restricted space such as the roof 
of a building, deck of a ship, etc., the plat 
form having features of construction which 15 will enable airplanes, hydroplanes, gliders, 
and the like to be safely landed or launched 
in short distances. 
According to one phase of the invention, 

the platform is honeycombed and provided 
20 with fans or blowers to withdraw air uni formly through the penings in the plat 

form, thereby preventing the building up 
of an airbank underneath the wings of an 
airplane in landing, which otherwise would 

25 tend to prevent it from settling upon the 
platform; or in the case of launching these 
fans or blowers may be reversed to project 
a column of air on to the wings of an air 
plane from underneath to assist in lifting. 

30 the latter from of the runway. 
The construction of the platform is such 

that the rarefaction of the air in landing 
or the building up of air pressure in launch 
ing, as above described, will be substan 

35 tially uniforn, and therefore avoids the 
creation of unbalanced forces upon the air 
plane as it passes over the platform. 

Certain devices, later to be described in 
greater detail, are preferably provided in 

40 connection with the platform, to assist. in 
bringing a vehicle to rest thereon, and 
preferably the platform is provided, at its 
far end, with a safety screen, or the like, 
which will be interposed across the path of 

5 travel of the vehicle and stop the latter in 
case the above-mentioned devices for any 
reason have failed to bring it to rest. 
The above and other features of the in 

vention will be more thoroughly under 
50 stood as the description proceeds and it 

should be noted that the various devices on 
the platform need not all be sed in combi 
nation with each other although they are. 
preferably so used. In the drawings: . 

Fig. is a general top plan view of a 

platform embodying the various features 
of the invention; 

Fig. 1 is an enlarged detail section taken 
on line longitudinally of Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1 is a similar section taken on line 60 
Figs, 2 and 3 are respectively a side view. 

and a bottom plan view of the structure as 
shown in Fig.1; 

Fig. 4 is a plan view partly in section, 65 
showing, detached, the turret Support for 
the platform; 

Fig. 5. is a vertical sectional view taken 
centrally through Fig. 4. 
The platform as a whole is preferably 70 

rotatably and tiltably supported so as to 
enable it to be turned in different directions 
according to the wind and to be tilted to . 
different angles to provide an incline for 
assisting in bringing an airplane to rest or 75 
launching it. As shown, the platform as a 
whole is carried by a turret 1 running on 
circular tracks 2 (Fig. 5) having anti-fric 
tion rollers 3 which are interposed between 
the tracks 2 and similar tracks 4 and car- 80 
ried by the turret 1. A king-pin 5 may also 
be provided at the centre of the turret 1 
and engaging a hub 6 on the platform base. 
As shown, the turret and platform are 
turned in a horizontal plane by means of a 85 
motor 7 within the turret which drives a . 
worm 8 meshing with a worm-wheel 9 
on a vertical shaft 10 carrying at its 
lower end a pinion 11 which meshes with 
an internal gear 12 fixedly carried by 90 
the base Óin which the platform is 

is mounted. For tilting the platform a sepa 
rate motor 13 is provided within the turret 
1 and driving a worm 14 which in turn 
drives a worm gear 15 on a horizontal 95 
shaft 16. The platform as a whole is 
pivoted to the turret 1 as by means of pins 
17 passing through bearings 18 on the top 
of the turret and blocks 19 on the under 
surface of the platform. The angle at 100 
which the platform is maintained depends 
upon the position of a shaft 20 which is 
pivoted to the platform at its upper end 
and threaded into a sleeve 21 carried by a 
shaft 22 which is provided with a beveled 105 
gear 23 driven by a gear 24 on the shaft 18 
previously described. Thus, when the 
motor 13 is actuated the sleeve 2 will be 
turned to change the inclination of the plat 
form as desired. Both of the motors 7 and 10 



23 asy be inade reversible with controls 
ieding to suitably located stations 25 on the 
pit for whereby the operator may adjust 
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penings 28 therebetween tiarog gråhich 
fie air inay pass, 28 above described. A 
äoor 29 below the sais 27 forms a box-jke 
enclosure orchainberbeneath tie isite di 
such fooi is provided with a plurality of 
opelings 30 it which are located fans or 
kolowerš 31. Qºf any sluitabie type. Ås shown 
these blowers are driven by a plurality of 
belts or chains 32 extended frog stilitaile 
x'eyërsibië motors 33. Thus the bloyers,3}. 
smalay operate to withdraw air from â'bó've. 
the piation through openings 28 to relieve 
a, iarding airplane frown the baik G? air 
which Gä?terwise would be bilt tip beneatin 
its wings, or by reversing the aoto a co 
train of air may be directed upwardly on to 
the wings of at airplane through openings 
28 to assist in lifting the machine from di; 
the railway. 
Transvei:e stop rengers 34, Yhich may 

be in the form of cabies or rods struni { 

5 

5 

... ably retard t 
across the platform over openings 28, yield 

the moition of the veicie aš ií, 
These stop 

itembers are ???efü????????’’ sozewhã, elevate 
ab{3Ve t?xe surface of the platform in iand 
ing, but jif the piattform is to be used for 
launching purposes the members 34 are 
preferabiy noved to 8. non-obstructirgposi 
tion. As is shown more particularly in 

passes along the platform. 

Figs. i* and the callies 34 may be strung 
between rocking levers (30 nonted upon 
shafts 6i journaled below the slats 27, and 
suitable springs 62 are provided to urge 
the levers, 30 toward the upright position 
shown in full in Fig. ". 

Btit as the airplane passes gjong the plat 
fo}', the cabies 34 and their cerrespondi 
ingle Yers 30 in ay be successively depressed 
against the action of their corresponding 
Springs G2. When the apparatis is to be 
used for lauiching a sliitable actuating 

Fig. 1") having vigs 64 respe? member 63 (; 

tively engaging the evers 60 may be novel 
to the Eight as showri in Fig. 1° to depress 
aii of the cables 34 to the ieve of the plat 
form; where they wil zot iYaterfere with the 
8e pagg&g {} #?? ?pa18 ?? ?? ????ched, 
long the piation. in the ilustrated em 
bodies at of the inventioch, he tags 64 serve 
as Si3O3 () hold the eye's 60 in elevated 
s 
position, when the apparatiis is being used 
or landing gargoses. s 

Ek is algo preferred to provide the piat 
io's a with gride members which will assist. 
iš directing 2, yaiecie to tressive in tiae de 
sired direction - in anding. These guide 
RE2s inity take the fore of 3 plurality 
g ?????????? ???e c????e or Füg 8 extending LyyyylLLy yyy yymt LtlLltLtlLly LtL yyLtLLy 
O???W8 ???? ? ???? ??? ???d bove g 
8gissä 34 89 as to engage ths vsheel, tai 
§id, ?% ofü?? åíÑ e:8??d p?s 
Citize vehicle. A sufficient number of these 
gie, Faerbers is provided to enable a ve 
hicle to engage the same withs: requiring ?? ?????d ̀ ???????????????????? positioning of the yehicle II” 
the operator aš, the tizeze, it initially, Engeg: 
the guide memberg, and after Schiniºiai 
enggagement the guide members act to cogni 
fine the vehicle to a path of travel length 
wise of the guide meniers. 
As show, the cabies or iods 35 are strung 

O 

betwees' suitable supporting brackets 36 at . 
ke i far end of the platform) 2ndi similar 
Stupports 87 which, in the present instarce, 
ai'e mounted upon an adjustable rang 38 
which constitutes the forward end tile 
platforan aid may be suitably elevated or 
depressed as by means of a compressed air 
cylinder 39 located beneath the ramp and 
ving , plunger 40" Supporting the same. 

The glide itembers 35 are preferably yield. 
3 by maintained in position at intermediate 
points ong their length, as by means of 
coil Springs 40 (Fig. 2) between them and 
cross-pieces 26. 

Iš: is preferred, aiso, to provide , piat 
for with a barrier which in case the air 
plane is not brought to rest, within a suit 
able distance for any reason, Kraay be i pro 
jected across the far end of the platform to 
prevent the vehicle from passing completely of the latter in landing. As shown in Figs. 
it and 2, the platform is provided with a 
pivoted trip 49 which controls the position 
of a fra Ind-Work 59 pivoted at 51 to the 
platforni &nd garrying a barrier 52 which 
ilormally is withdrawn from obstructing po 
sition. But in case the trip 49 is actuated 
by the passage of the vehicle thereover a 
latch 53, which normally holds the frame 
58 in withdrawn position, will be moved 
away, from the frame 50 due to the connec 
tion: 54 between the latch and the trip 49. 
A weight, 55 connected to the frame 50 will 
then, nove the latter upwardly until the 
barrier 52 of wire netÉir or the like is in 

?110 
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terposed across the path of travel of a ve 
hicle along the platform. 

5 

() 

15 

While certain specific embodiments of the 
invention have been 'described it will be ob 
vious that many changes may be made 
therein without departing from its prin 
ciples, as defined in the following claims. 
What I claim is: 
1. An apparatus for landing or launching 

aerial vehicles comprising a table-like plat 
form honeycombed to permit air to pass 
substantially uniformly through different 
areas thereof, and air blowers acting upon 
the space beneath said platform to with 
draw air from upper side of the platform 
to the lower. . . . . . . . 

2. An apparatus for landing or lattiaghing 
aérial vehicles comprising a platform hav 
ing a4plurality of parallel...Supporting mem-º 
bers spaced to provide openings therebe 
tween, said apparatus having an air 
chamber underneath said platform and air 

25 

'3. 

s 

4:1 

43 

said runway for permitting said barrier 

35 

tit 

blowers associated with said chamber to 
withdraw air from upper side of the plat 
form to the lower. ?? ?, , 

3. An apparatus for landing or launching 
herial vehicles comprising a platform hav ing a plurality of parallel supporting mem 
bers spaced to provide openings therebe 
tween, said apparatus having an air chamber 
underneath said platform and air blowers 
associated with said chamber to withdraw. 
air from upper side of the platform to the 
lower... - '- - 

4. An apparatus for landing or launching 
aerial vehicles comprising a platform pro 
viding a runway adapted to receive a vehi 
cle, a barrier member disposed adjacent the 
far end of the runway, and normally held 
out of vehicle obstructing position, together 
with means P??? said barrier member to be moved into vehicle obstructing posi tion. 

5. An apparatus for landing or launching 
aerial vehicles comprising a platform pro 
viding a runway adapted to receive a vehi 
cle, a barrier member disposed adjacent the 
far end of the runway, and normally held out of vehicle obstructing position, together 

the movement of with means actuated b 
the vehicle past a predetermined point on 
member to move into vehicle obstructing position. . . 

6. An apparatus for landing or launching 
aerial vehicles comprising a platform pro 
viding a runway adapted to receive a vehi 
cle, a framework pivoted adjacent the far 
end of the runway and carrying a barrier 
adapted to extend across the runway in one 
osition of said framework, said framework eing normally held in position beneath 

said runway, and a trip member adapted to 
be released to permit said framework to 
move said barrier into position across the rumway. " , , 

7. An apparatus for landing or launching 
aerial vehicles comprising a platform hav 
ing openings therein, air blowers associated 
with said platform to withdraw air from 
upper side thereof to the lower, and yield 
able transverse stop members disposed 
across the platform above said openings. 

8. An apparatus for landing or launching 
aerial vehicles comprising a platform hav 
ing openings therein, air blowers associated 
with said platform to withdraw air from 

? 

65 

70 

75 

upper side thereof to the lower, and trans- '. 
verse cables stretching across the platform 
above said openings. 

9. An apparatus for landing or launching 
aerial vehicles comprising a platform hav 
ing openings therein, air blowers associated 

80 

with said platform to transfer air from one 
side thereof to the other, yieldable trans 
verse stop members disposed across the plat 
form above said openings, and means 

85 

adjustable to hold said stop members in non- V- obstructing position when desired. 
10. An apparatus for landing or launch 

providing a runway adapted to receive a 
vehicle, a plurality of yieldable stop mem 
bers disposed transversely across said plate 
form and normally maintained in a position 
somewhat elevated above the surface of the platform, and means adjustable to hold said 

90 
ing aerial apparatus comprising a platform 

95 

stop members in non-obstructing position 
when desired. . . . 

11. An apparatus for landing aerial 
vehicles comprising a table-like platform 
honeycombed to permit air to pass substan 
tially uniformly through different areas 
thereof, said apparatus having an air gham 
ber underneath said platform, and air blow 
er's associated with said chamber to transfer 
air from above the platform to the chamber. 

12. In ... 8 ???? for landing or launching vehicles, a runway having stop 
members mounted above the same in posi 

100 

05 

10 
tion to engage and retard the motion of a yehicle passing thereover, supporting means 
for such members permitting the same to 
move to non-retarding position when on 
gaged by a vehicle, means yieldingly urg. 
ing, said members toward their vehicle-re tarding position, and means whereby said 
members may be adjusted to remain in non retarding position. 

In testimony that I claim the foregoing, 
I have hereunto set my hand this 19th dy of January, 1924. au 

RICHARD GIBBONs. 
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